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Executive summary

This demonstrator provides News Room application deployed on Nubomedia PaaS. News Room is a WebRTC-based application with a Room management, user registry and authentication, streaming media to LiveU cloud services. Given application is based on NUBOMEDIA Media Server API and LiveU TV Broadcasting Connector API.

The objective of the TV Broadcasting Connector API is to hide the complexity of the service media path by providing an easy interface to connect among various stakeholders. This means that anyone would be able to connect to a LiveU using this connector and to provide services to over 2000 broadcasters.

The TV Broadcasting Connector will connect streams coming from such services to a dedicated delivery system that will handle the media distribution in an effective manner to the broadcaster’s studio. The impact could bring novel social and connected TV services to be used by many users.
Introduction

LiveU offers to his customers high-quality and reliable live video acquisition, management and distribution over IP. Its award-winning technology enables live, wireless video transmission from any location around the world with lightweight, easy-to-use equipment. From transmission backpacks to smartphones, and satellite/cellular hybrid to external antenna solutions, LiveU offers a complete range of devices for live, mobile video transmission anytime, anywhere. In addition, LiveU offers extensive cloud-based management and video distribution solutions.

LiveU’s future offering can be enhanced by NUBOMEDIA infrastructures and with a clear path for exploitation of our work within the project to make new sources of revenues. Our main aim is to enhance the richness and liveness of available content to the broadcasters as well as to the end users, by allowing broader content/live and stored feeds generation models not available today. One important aspect in our future offering will be moving from the old paradigm of Broadcasters creating content for themselves (i.e. a reporter working for CNN creating content to CNN only) into broader service models as follows:

Consumers → Broadcasters (Main use case) “NewsRoom”: this scenario goal is to connect the broadcasters with the consumers in order to increase further the richness and freshness of the content, when an unplanned event with public interest occur, consumers are the first to be there (Service name is "NewsRoom" and in some forms “BeFirst”), LiveU are now developing technologies jointly in NUBOMEDIA and with FP7 COMPEIT project to allow any user using their mobile browser and Web RTC streaming to send video to broadcasters through LiveU cloud services deployed in NUBOMEDIA cloud, this scenario could be seen as a broadened of the first case shifting from professional reporters to armature consumers while supporting of NUBOMEDIA main goals of using open API's and WebRTC while reaching the mass market of consumers and through technology collaboration with brother project.
1 Technological objectives of the demonstrator

The demonstrator’s objectives created by LiveU are following:

**Real-time communication including:**
- Conferencing between TV Channel room participants;
- WebRTC media streaming, used as participant endpoints;
- URI media streaming (RTSP, files) used for Room;
- RTP media streaming, for LiveU network connectivity;
- Chat messaging between participants;
- Geographic location sharing.

**Participant roles**
- Public - anyone who has access to WWW. They have access to demonstrator channel rooms in read-only way;
- Reporter – people who share live content to TV Broadcaster. They can be paid reporters or freelancers who want to either get recognition or perhaps allow broadcasters to purchase their content through content exchange platforms;
- Producer – TV Broadcaster stuff, they main function is reporter management and administration.
2 Requirements that the demonstrator must satisfy

We use the following terminology to classify the order of importance of requirements.

- Must: Shows a feature considered essential for the success of the applications. Without this feature the application success could be in risk.
- Relevant: Shows a feature considered important for the application.
- Desirable: Shows a feature that might be interesting for some scenarios, but whose real interest would need further analysis.

1. Scalability
   a. MUST: scale up to 100 simultaneous users (100 simultaneous video feeds from freelancers, not necessarily from the same event)
   b. RELEVANT: scale up to 1,000 simultaneous users
   c. DESIRABLE: scale up to 10,000 simultaneous users

2. Communication capabilities
   a. MUST: Support of WebRTC input stream from consumers browser
   b. MUST: Support transcoding of WebRTC encoded video stream to a lower bandwidth to support preview mode.
   c. MUST: Point to Multipoint Distribution of up to 100 streams over WebRTC.
   d. RELEVANT: Connectivity with at least 1 different Content Distribution Network to support mass point to multipoint distributions (perhaps millions of simultaneously consumers)
   e. DESIRABLE: Bonding filters to merge the video stream delivered over multiple channels.
   f. DESIRABLE: FEC filters to reconstruct the original video stream in case of packet loss.
   g. DESIRABLE: low delay feedback stream to enable fast adaptive video generation at the source

3. VCA capabilities
   a. DESIRABLE: object tracking for AR marking, to help mark an object area of interest.
   b. DESIRABLE: automatic lip reading, to be used for subtitles

4. AR capabilities
   a. DESIRABLE: Adding subtitles (based on lip reading)
   b. DESIRABLE: Adding sign language translation (based on video analysis of the sign language)
   c. DESIRABLE: Marking interesting objects in the scene.

5. Management capabilities
   a. DESIRABLE: user management (registration, banning, etc.)

6. Other features
a. RELEVANT: Storing the video streams.
b. DESIRABLE: Security, to ensure only authorized people can view the video streams.
c. DESIRABLE: Multiplatform (availability on Android, iOS and WWW)
d. DESIRABLE: Multidevice (same user may connect to its account from different devices)
3 Architecture of the demonstrator (related to NUBOMEDIA architecture)

Architecture of the demonstrator is shown below:
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**Figure 1. Demonstrator Architecture**
News Room application can be deployed to Nubomedia PaaS or to any platform which supports Java SE 1.7 and greater. Connection to Kurento Media Server is required.

Application depends on such NUBOMEDIA facilities:
- Kurento Media Server;
- Kurento Room API;
- WebRtcEndpoint for web browser support;
- PlayerEndpoint for playing media streams by URI and RTSP;
- RtpEndpoint for media streaming to LiveU Multi Media Hub.

News Room application can be logically divided to server and client parts.

Client part is a Single-Page Application utilizing following:
- WebRTC stack in browser stack (FireFox or Chrome recommended);
- Google JavaScript WebRTC adapter library;
- Kurento JavaScript util library;
- News Room specific HTML pages and JavaScript scripts for end-user GUI and custom News Room application logic.

Server part of the News Room application is a Java-based Web Application. It is utilizing following:
- Java Spring (Boot) framework;
- Kurento Client Java library;
- TV Broadcast Connector library;
- News Room application classes with application logic.

Client-server interaction is based on JSON-RPC protocol over WebSocket protocol. It is used for media signaling, Room API messages and custom messages for application logic.
4 Relevant implementation details

News Room Demonstrators acts as Kurento Room application with following custom features added:
- User must be authenticated by New Room application;
- There are 2 kinds of rooms:
  - **News Room**, accessed by participants, who are sharing media;
  - **Producer Room** – private room for selected for live TV streaming.
- Participants can be moved by Producers from News Room to Producer Room;
- Participants can be invited to Producer Room by URL shared by Producer;
- Participants media can be directed by Producer to LiveU network;
- RTSP or file media stream can be added to News Room;
- Participant geographic location can be shared between Participants;
- Chat messaging support between News Room participants.

![News Room application architecture](image)

Figure 2. News Room application architecture
4.1 News Room application messages

Application logic extends Kurento WebSocket Room API by a set of JSON-RPC messages. Main of them are:

- **login** – log participant into system;
- **joinProducerRoom** – participant intended to enter to producer room;
- **leaveProducerRoom** – participant leaves producer room;
- **removeProducerRoom** – remove Producer private room;
- **geo** – send user geographical coordinates;
- **chat** – send message to Room chat;
- **connectCentral** – connect to LiveU Central;
- **disconnectCentral** – disconnect from LiveU Central;
- **publishCentral** – publish media to LiveU Media Network;
- **unpublishCentral** – unpublish media from LiveU Media Network;
- **addPlayUri** – add media by URI (PlayerEndpoint) to room;
- **removePlayUri** – remove media by URI from room;
- **startLive** – starts live with LiveU Media Network;
- **stopLive** – stops live with LiveU Media Network;
- **moveParticipant** – move participant from one room to another.
4.2 TV Broadcast Connectivity

TV Broadcast Connector is out of scope of this document and described in WP4 deliverables, however we need to elaborate here a bit to complete our implementation description. For media streaming from Kurento Media Server to LiveU’s multimedia hub RTP protocol is used, which is provided by RtpEndpoint abstraction from NUBOMEDIA side. For media signaling proprietary LiveU’s protocol is used between the Connector and the LiveU Central. Thus the connector receives signaling requests from the Newsroom application, to add and remove sessions from the connector, the connector is receiving WebRTC streams from users browser and connect to the Central.
via proprietary protocol for register the stream, in parallel, the stream is transferred to the MMH- Multi-media hub, in RTP protocol.
5 Testing mechanisms and methodologies

We have made the necessary tests to meet with the MUST requirements specified in section 2. In particular we have tested the scalability by using a single PC instalment of the server, and up to 30 users where supported, taking into considerations the scalability of the PaaS that was tested with up to 200 machines, we can conclude that the scalability requirement for 100 streams, including distribution of 100 streams to 100 clients is fully achieved.

The WebRTC itself provides the bandwidth modifications and thus support the lower channel condition of some of the participants, in that case we can conclude that all our MUST requirements are fully fulfilled by the platform.

In Addition we have started to collaborate with MONROE EU Project that provides a mobile broadband network, with 400 mobile nodes deployed on busses, on trains and also static nodes in various locations, we are testing the implementation of the Newsroom in various channel conditions, to check the adaptively. As part of this collaboration we are also disseminating NUBOMEDIA and we are installing on the nodes NUBOMEDIA Client API’s to be used by other experimenters.

Scalability Test Setup:

![Figure 1: Scalability Test for NewsRoom](image)

6 End-user’s guide and tutorial: how to install and use


6.1 Room list
**Figure 3. List of News Rooms and number of participants in each News Room**

User must logon to enter News Room.
6.2 User Login

**Figure 4. Login form**

User must enter login name (password field now is optional) and choose Role. Role must be one of:
- Participant – person who shares his video and audio and can be stream to LiveU media network;
- Producer – person who shares his audio and can move Participants to Producer Rooms and direct Participant media to LiveU media network.
### 6.3 Adding room

**Figure 5. Room creation form**

After successful login Participant can create NewsRoom, Producer can create NewsRoom or private Producer Room. Producer Room is visible only to owner at Room list page.
Figure 6. Producer Room List after Producer Room creation

6.4 News Room
Figure 7. News Room after enter
Participant or Producer can see herself and other Participants. There is also map and chat.

Figure 8. News Room after Producer entering
Producer can move Participant to his Private Producer Room.
6.5 Producer Room

![Figure 9. Producer moves Participant to Producer Room](image)

**Figure 9. Producer moves Participant to Producer Room**

![Figure 10. Producer Room after Producer enter](image)

**Figure 10. Producer Room after Producer enter**
**Fig11. Mail Room link**

Person who receives mail message and follows link can enter Private Producer Room after successful login.
Figure 12. Alternate media can be added in Producer Room (HTML, RTSP, mp4).
Fig 13. Added Media can be removed

Fig 14. Participant can be selected and streamed to LiveU media network
7 Total effort consumed in creating the demonstrator

LiveU real effort devoted to creating the demonstrator is about 8 Person/Month.
8 Developer’s feedback in relation to using NUBOMEDIA

LiveU’s developer feedback is positive when using NUBOMEDIA Media Server and its APIs. As a company with expertise in video communication and media technologies, we already knew the difficulty behind the development of reliable sessions with many audio and video streams. Because of this, when we started using NUBOMEDIA APIs, we were really surprised about the simple use of it, saving a lot of time to developers to receive acceptable results. NUBOMEDIA APIs are easy to understand, so we don’t need to spend a lot of time reading documentation to make it work, just after a couple of hours reading how to use it we started developing our demonstrator. To sum up, LiveU’s experience is really positive developing with NUBOMEDIA Media Server APIs in such complicated field as media networking. However, debugging wasn’t always easy, and stability of the PaaS was weak during the development, nevertheless, it got better toward the end of the project and the potential is huge.